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T-Mobile / Sprint: Regulators And Investors May
Be Making The Same Mistake

If the DOJ or state attorneys general really are preparing to sue to block the deal, we think they would be

making a mistake. They would be missing the fact that the distribution of capacity across market participants

could have a far bigger impact on competition and pricing than the number of participants. Prices are likely to

increase if the deal is blocked, particularly for low income customers. Prices are more likely to stay low or

head lower if the deal is approved.

Investors and some of the market participants appear to be making the same mistake. Verizon and AT&T are

better off if the deal is blocked. These companies would face tougher competition if the deal is approved. In

fact, it could be devastating for them. Verizon and AT&T should be fighting approval viciously (and perhaps

they are, quietly).

We lay out the argument in this iteration of the Global Weekly review.

(more…)
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